
HEALING AFTER TRAUMA: 
Understanding Physical Responses and 
Somatic Healing Approaches following  
a Road Traffic Accident 
Date:  Tuesday, 14th March, 2023       Time:  10am - 11am 
This is a 45-min webinar in partnership with OnStar, followed by 15-mins  for Q&A and discussion. 

Even without physical injury, trauma following a road traffic accident is often stored in the body.  
Research has shown that the brain’s ability to regulate arousal by thoughts alone is limited when faced  
with acute stess (LeDoux, J.) Often, words can not define nor express the embodied experience of the 
trauma of accident. This session will explore physical responses to emotional trauma and take a look at 
somatic healing approaches such as art as means to grow through the trauma of a road traffic accident.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND: 
Anyone who has directly, or indirectly, been impacted by a road traffic incident.

ATTENDEES WILL WALK AWAY WITH: 
•A recap of the psychological and emotional impact of experiencing a traumatic incident

•Developing an awareness of how the body physically holds trauma responses

•Practical tips and tools to engage with the body following emotional trauma

• Further exploration of somatic healing approaches and taking a ‘Body up’ approach to healing
through the therapeutic platform of art.

REGISTRATION LINK: https://bit.ly/3Jb5Dsn

Instructions for how to join will be shared separately in  
advance. *This session is confidential, and attendance is 
anonymous.

ONLINE WEBINAR

lighthousearabia.com

The Healing After Trauma platform curated in partnership with OnStar - the pioneering safety  
and connectivity technology from General Motors, spans a three-part webinar series and a guided 
art workshop, to offer complimentary health and wellness insights and aid, targeting anyone who  
has directly, or indirectly, been impacted by a road traffic incident.

In Partnership with

Farah Dahabi, LCSW (US)
Clinical Social Worker
Mental Health First Aid Director UAE
GRIEF & TRAUMA SUPPORT SPECIALIST 

Farah Dahabi is a Clinical Social Worker from the US who leads 
the Mental Health First Aid UAE program. She has expertise in 
workplace mental health, grief, trauma, depression, anxiety, 
and adjustment issues.

https://bit.ly/3Jb5Dsn 

